The use of small angle light scattering in assessing strain induced collagen degradation in arterial tissue ex vivo.
Collagen is the predominant load bearing component in many soft tissues including arterial tissue and is therefore critical in determining the mechanical integrity of such tissues. Degradation of collagen fibres is hypothesized to be a strain dependent process whereby the rate of degradation is affected by the magnitude of strain applied to the collagen fibres. The aim of this study is to investigate the ability of small angle light scattering (SALS) imaging to identify strain dependent degradation of collagen fibres in arterial tissue ex vivo, and determine whether a strain induced protection mechanism exists in arterial tissue as observed in pure collagen and other collagenous tissues. SALS was used in combination with histological and second harmonic generation (SHG) analysis to determine the collagen fibre architecture in arterial tissue subjected to strain directed degradation. SALS alignment analysis identified statistically significant differences in fibre alignment depending on the strain magnitude applied to the tissue. These results were also observed using histology and SHG. Our findings suggest a strain protection mechanism may exist for arterial collagen at intermediate strain magnitudes between 0% and 25%. These findings may have implications for the onset and progression of arterial disease where changes in the mechanical environment of arterial tissue may lead to changes in the collagen degradation rate.